Abstract Since the portfolio has become a hot topic, we wii introduce a special risk statistics from the perspective of loss. This new risk statistic can be uesd for the quantification of portfolio risk. Representation results are provided. Finally, examples are also given to demonstrate the application prospect of this risk statistic.
In this paper, we will introduce a new class of risk statistics for portfolios, named loss-based risk statistics by an axiomatic approach. Representation results for them are provided. This new class can be considered as an extension of those introduced by Cont et al. (2013) and Chen et al. (2017) from scalar and multivariate risk setting to set-valued multivariate risks setting. Finally, examples are also given to illustrate the class of loss-based risk statistics.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will briefly introduce the preliminaries. In Section 3, we state the main result ofloss-based risk statistic, including the representation result. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of the results in Section 3. In Section 5, examples of loss-based risk statistic are given.
Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, let d ≥ 1 be a fixed positive integer. The space R d×n represents the set of financial risk positions. With positive values of X ∈ R d×n we denote the gains while the negative denote the losses. The behavior of the d-dimensional random vector M = (X 1 , · · · , X d ) under different scenarios is represented by different sets of data observed or generated under those scenarios because specifying accurate models for M is usually very difficult. Here, we suppose there always exist l scenarios. Let n j be the sample size of M in the j th scenario, j = 1, · · · , l. Let n := n 1 + · · · + n l . More precisely, suppose the behavior of M is represented by a collection of data X = (
is the data subset that corresponds to the j th scenario with respect to X i .
is the data subset that corresponds to the h th observation of M in the j th scenario, and can be based on historical observations, hypothetical samples simulated according to a model, or a mixture of observations and simulated samples. In this paper,
The d× n dimensional financial positions in R d×n have a strong realistic interpretation. This is indeed the case if we consider realistic situations where investors have access to different markets and form multi-asset portfolios in the presence of frictions such as transaction costs, liquidity problems, irreversible transfers, etc.
Let K be a closed convex polyhedral cone of
where u tr means the transpose of u. For any
The partial order respect to K is defined as X ≤ K1n Y , which means Y −X ∈ K1 n . Denote
The introduction of M was considered by Jouini et al. (2004) and Hamel (2009) , which means that a regulator could only accept security deposits in the first m reference instruments. Denote
where the clco(A) represents the closed convex hull of A.
The cone K models proportional frictions between the markets and contains those reference vectors which can be transferred (with paying transaction costs) into positions in R d + , see Hamel (2009) . The cone K is also introduced to play the role of the solvency set of all positions that can be liquidated without any debt, or equivalently, it allows to define a liquidation value function as we need it to take into account the interdependencies between currencies, e.g. with respect to transaction costs. In this paper, any financial position belongs to K should be regarded as those who need not to pay the capital requirements.
Our task is to quantify the risk in term of reference instruments. However our viewpoint is not the same as Hamel (2009) . Instead, we start from the viewpoint of regulators who only care the positions which need to pay capital requirements. Thus, for any X ∈ R d×n , we define X ∧ K1n 0 as
which means the positions that belongs to K will all be regarded as 0 position.
Definition 21 A loss-based risk statistic is a function ̺ : R d×n → Q t M + which satisfies the following properties,
Remark 21 The property of R1 means any fixed negative risk position −z can be canceled by its positive quality z; R2 says that if X 1 is bigger than X 2 under the partial order under K, then the X 1 need less capital requirement than X 2 , so ̺(X 1 ) contain ̺(X 2 ); R3 means the loss-based risk statistics start only from the viewpoint of regulators who only care the positions which need to pay capital requirements, while the positions that belong to K will all be regarded as 0 position.
In order to get the representation result for loss-based risk statistics, we will recall the Legendre-Fenchel conjugate theory for set-valued introduced by Hamel (2009). 
and
is defined as Then, consider any X ∈ R d×n and z ∈ K M , for any ε ∈ (0, 1), we have
where the last inclusion is due to the property R1. By the arbitrariness of ε, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 22 Assume that ̺ is a loss-based risk statistic. For any
Proof. By the Remark 23, one can steadily show Lemma 22. ⊓ ⊔ Remark 24 From Lemma 22, the loss-based risk statistics have the property of cash sub-additive. Even though loss-based risk statistics are special case of cash sub-additive risk statistics, it still needed to be highlighted and studied separately because that the property of loss-dependence have its unique meaning in the finance practice. In addition, the property R1 was not implied from cash sub-additive and have its rationality to define risk statistics. So it is a great meaning to study this special class of cash sub-additive risk statistics: loss-based risk statistics. 
Next, we will state the main result of this paper, the representation result of loss-based risk statistics.
+ is a proper closed convex loss-based risk statistic, then there is a −α :
Where the −α(Q, v) is given by Proposition 31.
Proofs
Proof of Proposition 31.
The last equality is due to −X tr Y → −∞ when t → +∞. By the definition of S (Y,u) , we conclude that cl
It is easy to check that for any X ∈ R d×n and v ∈ M ,
Thus, we have
By the definition of S (Y,u) , the inverse inclusion is always true. So we conclude that
It is also easy to check that
where the last equality is because that the M is a linear space and ̺(X) ⊆ M . Now, we will show that
show it in two cases:
Case 2. When X ∧ K1n 0 = X, we can always find an α ∈ K M such that α ∈ ̺(X). Then
where β = X + α1 n . It is not hard to check that β ∈ R d×n . Thus
Now, we only need to show −̺ * (Y, u) ⊆ cl X∈R d×n S (Y,u) (−X). In fact, for any z ∈ ̺(X) and X ∈ R d×n , X + z1 n ∈ R d×n . Thus
By the arbitrariness of z, we have
⊓ ⊔
Proof of Theorem 31. The proof is straightforward by Lemma 21 and Proposition 31. ⊓ ⊔
Examples
In this section, we will give several examples of set-valued convex loss-based risk measures.
Example 51 The coherent risk measure AV@R was studied by Föllmer and Schied (2011) in detail. They have given several representations and many properties like law invariance and the Fatou property. Hamel et al. (2013) first introduced set-valued AV@R, where they also provided the representation result and proved it is a set-valued coherent risk measure. Now, we will define the set-valued loss average value at risk. For any X ∈ R d×n and 0 < α < 1, we define ̺(X) as
It is clear that ̺ satisfies the cash-loss, monotonicity, loss-dependence properties and convexity, so ̺ is a loss-based risk statistic. We call such a risk statistic a set-valued loss average value at risk.
Example 52
The shortfall risk measures were first introduced by Föllmer and Schied (2002) with the help of loss function, and they proved that it is a special case of convex risk measures. Ararat and Hamel (2014) introduced the set-valued shortfall risk measures with vector loss function ℓ. Now, we will define the loss loss shortfall risk statistics. For any X ∈ R d×n , we define
where x 0 is the threshold level and C is the threshold set such that 0 ∈ R d×n is the boundary point of C. When we take x 0 = ℓ(0), ̺ ℓ satisfies the cash-loss, monotonicity, loss-dependence properties and convexity, so ̺ ℓ is a loss-based risk statistic. We call such a risk statistic a loss shortfall risk statistic.
Example 53 The notion of ϕ-divergence was first introduced by Ben-Tal and Teboulle (1986), and further it was extended by Ben-Tal and Teboulle (2007) with the name optimized certainty equivalent as a convex risk measure. Ararat and Hamel (2014) introduced set-valued divergence risk measures with vector loss function ℓ, and proved it is a set-valued convex risk measure. Now, we will define the loss divergence risk statistics. For any X ∈ R d×n , we define , where x 0 is the threshold level and C is the threshold set such that 0 ∈ R d×n is the boundary point of C. When we take x 0 = ℓ(0), it is easy to check that ̺ g,r satisfies the cash-loss, monotonicity, loss-dependence properties and convexity, so ̺ g,r is a loss-based risk statistic. We call such a risk statistic a loss divergence risk statistic.
